
During the 20th century, 
the way messages were 
consumed became more 
and more complex. In his 
groundbreaking book The 
Medium Is the Massage, Marshall 
McLuhan charts the move from 
communication via images, 
words, and an alphabet to what 
he calls “electric circuitry.”  
He charts how radio, film, 
and television communicate 
through combinations of senses 
and involve us much more 
immersively—stimulating  
new forms of behavior.  
At the beginning of the 21st 
century, the Internet and digital 
technology took this a stage 
further, enabling interaction 
through responsive media 
and giving us the opportunity 
to reshape the messages we 
were consuming.  

Initially there was a clear 
divide between those who 
worked in experiential media, 
such as radio, television, and 
film, and those involved in 
graphic design, creating layout 
and typography for print-based 
media. For graphic designers, 
there was always an expensive 
technical hurdle to jump if they 
wanted to employ motion 
or sound. 

The development of desktop 
computers in the 1980s and ’90s 
meant that screen-based media 
was now accessible for those 
who were once confined to two 
dimensions and print. 

Gradually, technology  
has blurred the boundaries 
between graphic design and 
media design. Those who were 
traditionally defined as graphic 
designers have become more 
and more involved in the 
creation of experiences that 
appeal to a much wider range 
of senses. Sound, moving  
image, animation, and more 
recently, interaction, responsive 
media, and social networking 
have all conspired to create 
communication that evolves 
through complex connections 
between different channels.  
As a result, designers have 
adapted the way they work  
from broadcast to conversation 
and from transmitting messages 
to orchestrating experiences. 
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In developed economies, 
marketing and client 
service budgets are moving 
from brand and traditional 
advertising into the social 
web and rich Internet 
applications. It’s difficult 
innovative work that 
involves making tools and 
platforms for people to 
use, not making finished 
messages shouted from 
megaphones or oratorical 
asides expecting no reply.
William Owen in “Messy 
Medium,” Eye 64
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In the article “Images Over Time” in Eye 60, Matt Soar 
and Peter Hall attempt to define a series of milestones in 
the development of what has became known as “motion 
graphics.” For starting points they go back as far as 
Marcel Duchamp’s Anémic Cinéma and Man Ray’s Emak-
Bakia pointing out that this heritage is “nearly as old as 
graphic design itself.” Oskar Fischinger’s motion-based 
abstraction in the 1930s and 1940s, Len Lye’s experiments 
with painting on celluloid, Saul Bass’s groundbreaking 
title sequences for the films of Oscar Preminger and 
Alfred Hitchcock in the 1950s, and Bernard Lodge’s work 
for Doctor Who in the 1960s all demonstrate the potential 
communicative power of motion-based graphic elements 
when combined with sound. Until the 1990s, however, 
this area between moving image and graphic design 
remained fairly niche due to the highly specialized skills 
and extremely expensive equipment it required. More 
watershed moments came with Terry Gilliam’s stop-
motion animations for Monty Python and the surreal 
explorations of Czech and Polish animators such as Jan 
Svankmajer and Walerian Borowczyk. This work provided 
inspiration for identical twins, Steven and Timothy 
Quay in the UK to produce a series of influential films 
including Street of Crocodiles, which was selected by Terry 
Gilliam as one of the best animated films of all time. 

The development of desktop filmmaking tools during 
the early 1990s provided an outlet for a new generation of 
filmmakers, who were able to bypass what up until this 
point had been a long apprenticeship into filmmaking.  
The work of Bass, Svankmajer, Gilliam, et al. now 
provided exciting reference points for time-based 
visual experiences made by artists who had not been 
to film school. The new technology enabled them to 
create work without the expensive inconvenience of 
a studio and provided the tools that would nurture 
an underground digital filmmaking culture. 

The influential film festival ResFEST in the United 
States played a major part in showcasing digitally made 
films. Equally groundbreaking was the UK digital arts 
festival onedotzero, which supported and showcased more 
experimental explorations into digital motion. Between 
them, these festivals provided platforms to support a group 
of artists who would create work that defined an era. 

At this time, new freedoms and economic 
prosperity had led to the establishment of a global 
youth culture, and the launch of TV stations like MTV 
provided an insatiable demand for short-form, visually 
led films that could accompany the pop music that 
formed this audience’s staple diet. As a result, the 
pop promo became an important new format and 
ResFest, onedotzero, and Mirrorball at the Edinburgh 
International Film festival helped establish some of 
its most significant protagonists. The likes of Michel 
Gondry, Spike Jonze, Chris Cunningham, and Jonathan 
Glazer were all able to gain wider exposure through 
the support they received from these festivals.

In the years that followed, software platforms 
such as Director, Premier, and After Effects led to the 
establishment of motion graphics as a recognized 
discipline within the graphic design industry. New studios 

Motion Graphics 
In the last 20 years, motion design has 
become a core activity for a majority of 
creative agencies.

1–3. Stills from Len 
Lye’s revolutionary 
film for the Post Office 
Savings Bank, Rainbow 
Dance. Examples of his 
early experiments with 
painting on celluloid.

4. Stills from some 
of Bernard Lodge’s 
groundbreaking title 
sequences.

Search: Marcel Duchamp’s “Anémic Cinéma”; Man Ray’s 

Emak-Bakia; Jan Svankmajer; Walerian Borowczyk; onedotzero; 

Resfest; Terry Gilliam; Antirom; Audiorom; Tomato 

design; The Light Surgeons; D-Fuse; Spin design; Why Not 

Associates; Oskar Fischinger; Bernard Lodge; Saul Bass
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Case Study: Adidas Innovation 
Kin with Kate Dawkins
Kin was approached by M&C Saatchi 
to create a series of interactive 
experiences for Adidas. “Adidas lab” 
was the first in a series of innovation 
events showcasing the brand’s 
future products and celebrating its 
continued commitment to pushing 
the boundaries in performance 
technologies. This first event focused 
on innovation in football and took 
place over the UEFA Champions 
League Final weekend. Kate Dawkins 
joined the team at Kin as design 
director, overseeing the look and feel 
of all the content for two of the largest 
interactive activations at the event.

In the days that led up to the 2013 
Champions League Final in London, 
invited participants took part in a 
series of football-related interactive 
activities. The main experience 
The Track, used RFID technology 
to personalize the experience, with 
X-Box Kinect cameras tracking their 
movements as live data was streamed 
to screens that Dawkins designed 
to be a backdrop to their activities. 

She worked alongside a team 
of developers who used processing 
to translate the data into visual 
imagery that was incorporated into 
the framework that she had created. 
The balancing of these volatile user-
generated elements into coherent 
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such as Spin and Why Not Associates in the UK began to 
offer motion design as a viable addition to conventional 
communication design formats, creating title sequences, 
moving logos, and even commercials. Graphic designers 
were able to bring the sensibilities of their discipline to 
what had been a highly specialized medium until this 
moment. Today, motion design is a core activity for a 
majority of studios. It not only provides a communication 
option that compliments print and online applications, 
but is also used as a research tool providing mood 
films that are used to illustrate a creative direction. 

Parallel to the conventional commercial development 
of motion-based graphic media, onedotzero championed 
more experimental explorations. Creative collective 
Tomato had been exploring exciting cross-disciplinary 
collaborations since the early 1990s fusing sound, image, 
film projection, and animated typography into pop 
promos and live performance. Tomato’s work went on 
to inspire other cross-disciplinary collectives, some that 

were short lived but highly influential such as Antirom 
and Audiorom and others that survive to this day such 
as The Light Surgeons and D-Fuse. These early innovators 
have spawned a use for motion-based graphic media 
that places it at the center of more immersive digital 
experiences. onedotzero created onedotzero industries 
to take advantage of the commercial opportunities that 
were being created for the artists that they had nurtured 
through their festivals. Huge stage shows by the likes 
of George Michael, U2, and the Rolling Stones provided 
an exciting testing ground for these new audio-visual 
combinations. The area continues to expand, and the 
further development of technology has enabled physical 
interaction and motion tracking to be incorporated 
alongside animation and moving image. Directors 
like Kate Dawkins are now able to create work that 
coordinates motion design across a variety of screens and 
into mechanisms that allow users to shape its nature.

5. United Visual 
Artists live stage show 
in Taipei. 

6. “House Of Cards” for 
Radiohead, by James 
Frost + Aaron Koblin.

7. “Body Paint” by 
Mehmet Akten.

5–7. Experiments 
in digital motion, 
projection, and 
interactive filmmaking 
showcased 
by onedotzero. 

1 2

3 4

motion graphics proved highly 
challenging, but as Dawkins points 
out, “When you’re working with 
live data, you can’t just hope it 
works on the day. These projects 
take an immense amount of 
planning, checking, and testing.”

Having completed The Track 
experience, a football shoe was 
identified that would best suit the 
participants’ performance. Their 
scores were then placed into the 
daily and overall leaderboards 
and a film of their performance 
was uploaded to YouTube.

katedawkins.co.uk/project/
adidas-lab-london/

of performances 
were also uploaded 
to YouTube.

3. Careful planning 
enabled X Box  
Kinect cameras to 
motion track the 
performance of 
participants and 
feed data into live 
visuals.

1 & 2. User-generated 
data was integrated 
with predesigned 
motion graphics to 
form a live moving 
visual backdrop 
for participants.

2. Daily leaderboards 
recording the scores 
of individual 
participants. Films 

5 6

7
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onedotzero’s first festival took place 
in 1997 over a long weekend at the 
ICA and tapped into an underground 
culture that was utilizing newly 
available digital filmmaking tools. In 
many ways it foresaw the desktop 
digital revolution—and the potential 
for what Matt Hanson, director of 
the first festival, called “the film 
studio in your flat” and “The End Of 
Celluloid” It also created a platform 
to explore moving image across 
single screen, interactive, and 
live audio-visual formats. Walter 
describes how onedotzero “set 
out to showcase non-traditional 
filmmakers. People who were not 
just using digital tools, but who were 
using these tools to make things 
that have never been made before.” 
Very soon after the first festival, its 
mission became an international 
one, when in 1997 they were invited 
to take part in the Festival of 
Cinema & New Media in Montréal.

In the years that followed, 
onedotzero was able to provide a 
showcase for a burgeoning group 
of talented pop promo directors such 
as Spike Jonze, Chris Cunningham, 
and Michel Gondry and in many 
ways presided over the “golden age” 
of this form. As the tools for the 
creation of digital film and motion-
based graphic design became more 
available, designers and illustrators 
became more interested in using 
them. Walter explains how this 
talent needed some encouragement.

“We worked with lots of people 
who came from a design background. 
Tomato were involved along with 
people from illustration backgrounds 
such as Andy Martin, and this meant 
that in the end, lots of the films 
we showcased were visually led.” 

Indeed, targeting and 
encouraging new talent was a central 
aim of the festival. “We were always a 
producing festival. Most film festivals 
collect work together and showcase 
it, but we were always interested in 
doing a bit more than this. We wanted 
to encourage and help talented 
people make work and then provide 
a platform and showcase for it.” 

As a result, onedotzero provided 
the first opportunities for some of 
the most influential practitioners 
within the digital creative scene 

to get their work acknowledged 
internationally—these include 
UVA, Johnny Hardstaff, Digit, 
Tomato, Karsten Schmidt, Shynola, 
Quayola, and Jason Bruges Studio.

Walter talks about the festival 
being a platform for change, and 
those who took part in it were 
encouraged to use it as such. “We 
were like an early warning system for 
the way the industry was changing.”

They acted as a testing 
ground for many of the ideas and 
principles that are now central to 
contemporary creative practice. As 
Walter points out, “We were called 
a digital film festival, but we could 
also be called a festival of creative 
convergence or a festival of non-linear 
filmmaking. We also could have been 
called a festival of digital creativity. 
All of these things were accurate, but 
it was just an easier sell to call it a 
‘digital film festival at that time.’”

Walter makes a distinction 
between between using digital 
technology and creating digital 
culture. “One of the problems with 
digital is that people cannot separate 
the tools from the culture.” The 
significance is that using digital tools 
engenders new ways of working and 
thinking, and onedotzero picked 
up on this really early. “There is a 
cultural and artistic way of expressing 
yourself that is shaped by digital 
technology, that uses code, that 
uses generative systems, that’s 
collaborative, that works across 
disciplines, that involves the user, 
etc. This is what is significant.” 

Collaboration and creative 
convergence were inherent to the 
culture that onedotzero set up, and 
Walter describes how “one of the 
wonderful things about onedotzero 
was that you met people you hadn’t 
known before and that you wouldn’t 
have met in any other context. 
So maybe you walked in as an 
illustrator but at the festival you met 
an architect and then a filmmaker 
and as a result you wouldn’t walk 
out in the same direction.” 

Walter also talks about 
observing the emergence of a 
different mindset around ownership 
and how the principle of sharing 
what you make and not keeping it 
to yourself is at the heart of digital 

In Conversation 
with Shane Walter,  
co-founder, onedotzero

Shane Walter is co-founder and 
creative director of onedotzero—
internationally recognized as one of 
the most important influences on the 
development of digital culture. Its 
annual festival, Adventures in Motion, 
champions innovation in moving 
image and interactive arts. Over the 
past 16 years, it has reached more 
than 150 cities, building unparalleled 
relationships with creators and 
audiences worldwide. 

onedotzero.com

We were like an 
early warning 
system for the 
way the industry 
was changing.
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1 & 2. The 2008 
onedotzero 
Adventures in  
Motion identity. 

1. This “spinning 
poetry device” built 
by Troika displayed 
urban narratives 
to accompany the 
2008 Adventures 
in Motion festival. 

2. The visual identity 
of the festival was 
then inspired by 
how these spinning 
elements separated 
and combined.

3–5. The 2009 
onedotzero 
Adventures in 
Motion identity.  
Live data from 
social media was 
incorporated into 
a living logotype, 
which was projected 
onto the exterior of 
the BFI on the South 
Bank in London. This 
projection could be 
manipulated using a 
Nokia smart phone.

6. An earlier 
onedotzero identity 
applied to the felt 
cover of the “Motion 
Blur 2” publication. 

culture. He describes how the 
newness of digital technology and 
the fact that everybody was learning 
how to use the tools together meant 
that there was much more of an 
incentive to share skills and expertise.

“You’d ring your friends and ask 
how you use a tool or whether you 
have a trick for hacking a piece of 
software. In this scenario, suddenly 
it’s not just about what you know, it’s 
about what your network knows and 
how you share that knowledge. . . . 
This was the approach we took to 
our festival—if we found this really 
amazing creative person, we wanted 
to share that information. We wanted 
to tell the world about them.”

Each festival provided panel 
discussions and forums that Walter 
says were designed to “demystify 
this black art of digital.” These 
discussions were an opportunity to 
develop an interface with educational 
establishments. At the same time, 
economic necessity and the demand 
for the talent that onedotzero was 
showcasing created opportunities 
to broker commercial projects. 

Walter is very open about the 
importance of this to nurturing the 
artists they worked with. “I have 
never seen commerce as working 
in opposition to working creatively 
or personally; I’ve always seen it 
as just another platform and got 
excited about it because it might 
mean working with bigger budgets 
and gaining more exposure or 
more interesting connections.” 

These factors led to onedotzero 
developing three strands to their 
activity: showcasing talent through 
its festivals; onedotzero industries—
working with the likes of George 
Michael, U2, the Pet Shop Boys, 
and the Rolling Stones; and what 
eventually became onedotzero 
cascade—developing educational 
platforms to explore the ideas that 
were being revealed at the festivals.

In 2007, onedotzero moved 
its London festival to the BFI in 
London’s South Bank Centre. Having 
largely championed digital cinema 
and motion graphics and live audio-
visual work, these new venues 
provided the opportunity to present 
a much broader cross-section of 
digital culture’s output. This included 

live interactive installations and 
discussion events that examined the 
significance of the work on show. 

In 2003, onedotzero had also 
begun working with the V&A, and in 
2006 it was offered the opportunity 
to curate Friday Late. This event 
became “onedotzero_transvision” 
night, featuring the first public 
installation by United Visual Artists. 
This is still the most attended 
Friday Late in the V&A history, with 
almost 6,000 people attending. 

At the V&A it featured and 
became recognized for championing 
installation and intervention. In 
2009, Walter cocurated “Decode: 
Digital Design Sensations,” a 
collaboration between onedotzero 
and the V&A—the first major 
retrospective of work in this area. 
Decode looked at three themes 
within digital design—exploring 
the utilization of code, interaction, 
and networks. The success of this 
exhibition at one of the world’s most 
significant art and design institutions 
confirmed Walter’s position as 
a leading figure within digital 
culture and cemented onedotzero’s 
significance in its development.  

Case Study: onedotzero 
responsive identities 
From the very beginning, onedotzero 
commissioned identities that worked 
across platforms and disciplines. 
Initially this meant the creation of 
something that could be animated 
and would work in print, but in later 
years the studio developed identities 
that were responsive to user input. 
Walter, onedotzero co-founder, 
has commissioned a series of studios 
to work on this project, and new 
interpretations of its identity became 
a feature of its festival at the BFI. 

In 2008, it worked with award-
winning experimental technology 
studio Troika on an identity that 
included the creation of a fully 
functioning zoetrope! In addition 
to motion graphics and print, 

Troika describes this on its website 
as a “spinning poetry device that 
displays, one after another, text-
based narratives of five individuals 
living in the city.” It was inspired 
by Shane’s exploration of urban 
living—“citystates.” The onedotzero 
logotype was concealed within the 
piece, appearing at various points. 
The zoetrope formed an installation at 
both the BFI and as part of the Decode 
exhibition at the V&A and inspired 
a custom logotype, animation, and 
printed iconography.

The following year it embarked 
on an ambitious collaboration 
with international advertising 
agency Wieden & Kennedy (W+K). 
Computational designer and 
“borderline genius” Karsten Schmidt 
(see pp. 117–119) was brought in 

to work on the project, and W+K 
provided Nokia as a client. Together 
they created an “open source, 
remix-able identity” that responded 
to user input via the onedotzero 
communites, online activity. The 
constantly evolving identity could be 
freeze framed to produce assets for 
printed media, recorded for motion: 
during the festival at the BFI it formed 
a live projection displayed on a 50-m 
screen, creating a huge interaction 
in the middle of London utilizing the 
Nokia N92 handset. All of the source 
code that Schmidt created to power 
the identity was open source and 
made available for public download. 

vimeo.com/8693818
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2 & 3. Some of the 
responsive exhibits 
created by AllofUs 
for the “Who am I?” 
gallery at the Science 
Museum in London. 

1. The “Window of 
Intensity” by AllofUs for 
Carte Noir augments 
the movements 
of passersby using 
motion tracking, 
sound, and visual 
effects.

Over the last 20 years environments have made an 
increasingly valuable contribution to the way messages 
are communicated to an audience. International 
multidisciplinary design company Imagination is highly 
influential to the development of this area, creating 
groundbreaking retail and exhibition spaces. Founded 
by Gary Withers in 1978, Imagination soon developed 
a reputation for design that incorporated exhibition, 
interior, architecture, graphics, and product design 
with a touch of theater. Ron Herron, originally part of 
legendary experimental architecture group, Archigram, 
designed their headquarters in London’s Store Street. 

Key to Imagination’s success is its use of 
architectural space to imbue an experience with ideas 
and values, for which the hypothetical structures created 
by Archigram could be seen as inspiration. Former 
employee and founder of Kin Kevin Palmer explains 
how there was also a sense of theater in the work that 
Imagination produced, and many of the senior designers 
had experience designing within this context. 

“Imagination were doing experiential design before 
the term was coined. They were able to bring theatre 
to the corporate world. They had a stage production 
ethic using lighting, projection, and sound from very 
early on. As digital technology developed they were able 
to take advantage of this expertise using huge video 

Environment 
Spaces can respond to the user 
to create experiences that are 
both seductive and informative. 

walls alongside physical interaction. They could then 
add in live performers or even a full dance troupe.”

The Science Museum in London has also made a 
valuable contribution to the evolution of communication 
environments. Over the last 70 years they have worked 
with some of the world’s leading designers to create a 
series of exhibits that use innovative design to open 
up science to a wider audience. More recently, the 
museum’s galleries have provided a testing ground for 
the potential of creating spaces that respond to the user 
in ways that are both seductive and informative. In 2000, 
UK studio Graphic Thought Facility (GTF) worked with 
exhibition designers Casson Mann to create “Digitopolis,” 
a gallery designed to explore the future of digital 
technology. The designers used electro-luminescent 
lamps for the signage and information boards, adapting 
this technology to produce a typographic system that 
uses a single modular circuit to create the characters 
D, I, G, T, O, P, L and S. Individual letterforms were 
created by breaking the circuit with a hole punch, at 
different points to selectively illuminate. Later GTF and 
Casson Mann worked on the “Who am I?” and “Energy” 
galleries, which also feature responsive experiences 
that were created by interaction studio AllofUs.  

AllofUs was formed in 2000 by five former 
employees of award-winning digital agency Digit, 
and it has since developed a reputation for innovative 
combinations of physical and screen-based interaction. 
The Science Museum was one of its earliest clients, 
and an ongoing relationship has allowed for the 
exploration of how new technologies might be applied 
to enhance the “visitor-interpretation” process. 

AllofUs have also been able to apply the lessons 
learned from this work to a commercial context through 
installations such as the “Window of Intensity” for coffee 
brand Carte Noir in London’s Westfield shopping center. 
This piece features a five-meter-wide window display 
that reflects the street. Movements of passersby are 
augmented and transformed using motion tracking, real-
time effects, generative visuals, and sound effects. The 
installation engages on a scale and with a playfulness 
that the public finds irresistible, and the promotional 
video on the AllofUs website records the pleasure people 
derive from interacting with it. The audience’s everyday 
experience is intensified in the same way the coffee 
brand would like to have us believe its product does.

1

Search: Archigram; Imagination Design; Ron Herron; 

The Science Museum: Who am I?/ Digitopolis/ Energy/ 

Atmosphere; AllofUs Science Museum; GTF Science Museum
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The activity space is a unique play concept providing 
important respite treatment and medical intervention 
for children and their families.
Barts Health Children’s Group Director Jane Hawdon

1 2 4

3

Case Study: Vital Arts
The Royal London Children’s 
Hospital, Barts Health 
Vital Arts is the arts organization 
that serves the Barts Health 
NHS Trust in London and is 
charitably funded to deliver arts 
projects that enhance the well-
being of patients, staff, and the 
wider hospital community. 

In the Royal London 
Children’s Hospital in Whitechapel, 
Vital Arts has created a series of 
projects designed to stimulate 
moments of intrigue and wonder 

for patients at the hospital. The 
artworks commissioned are part of 
a wider creative strategy to put art 
and design at the heart of improving 
the patient environment for the 
NHS Trust. A range of artists and 
designers from the local East London 
creative scene have taken part in the 
projects and included the likes of Ella 
Doran, Blaise Drummond, Katharine 
Morling, Morag Myerscough, Chrissie 
Macdonald, and Andrew Rae for 
Peepshow Illustration Collective, 
along with Lemn Sissay, Bob and 
Roberta Smith, Chisato Tambayashi, 

Jessica Voorsanger, Chris Watson, 
and Joby Williamson. Together 
these practitioners have created 
what are hoped to be transformative 
experiences for the patients. 

Three projects in particular 
illustrate this strategy:

Morag Myerscough, cottrell 
& Vermeulen: playroom
The playroom at the Royal London 
Hospital is probably the most 
striking of Vital Arts’ commissions 
at the hospital. It was designed by 

award-winning architects Cottrell 
& Vermeulen in collaboration with 
the designer Morag Myerscough and 
forms an extraordinary activity space. 
Resembling an oversize living room, 
it features an enormous storytelling 
chair and television. The huge scale  
of these objects creates a surreal 
Alice-in-Wonderland atmosphere 
for the room and provides an 
environment full of stimulating 
distractions for children and adults. 
The room also features huge rag 
dolls—Eddie the Tiger and Twoo 
the Owl—designed to stimulate 

storytelling. Patients and caregivers 
can also step inside the TV to enter 
a digital play space, where games 
created by Nexus productions are 
projected onto the screen.

ella Doran: curtains and bed furniture
Interior and product designer Ella 
Doran created a series of designs based 
on views of London that were then 
printed onto custom curtains for ward 
beds and bedside furniture. As part of 
the commission, Ella engaged in 
discussion with patients and staff in 
order to tailor her designs to their 

needs. Using her findings, she 
created extraordinary panoramic 
views of the River Thames full of 
details that could be used to distract 
patients from the treatment they 
were receiving. The designs are 
printed on the inside of the curtain 
(rather than the outside as is 
traditional) in order to be seen and 
used by the patient. 

vitalarts.org.uk/hospitals/ 
childrens-hospital-royal-london/

1–3. Eddie the Tiger 
and Twoo the Owl 
provide inspiration 
for storytelling in 
the extraordinary 
oversized children’s 
activity space of 
the Royal London 
Hospital.

4 & 5. Panoramic 
views of London 
applied to curtains 
and bedside furniture 
by designer Ella 
Doran to provide 
visual stimulation in 
the children’s ward 
at the Royal London 
Hospital.

5
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Dawkins began her career in 
the early 1990s at Intro and was 
interviewed and eventually employed 
by one of the founding partners, 
Adrian Shaughnessy (interviewed 
on pp. 182–185) Intro had gained a 
reputation for creating cutting-edge 
packaging for leading international 
bands, and at that time it was 
starting to move into creating the 
accompanying music videos. 

As Dawkins points out,  
“Once such an impact is made with 
a record cover or a visual language, 
it is obvious that somebody at the 
record company is going to ask ‘Can 
you apply the same language to a 
video?’ At that time there was an 
understanding that, as a band, you 
needed to have a holistic approach to 
the way you promoted yourself. . . .  
If you look at the work that Julian 
House did for Primal Scream for 
example, you can see that he created 
a visual language that worked across 
a number of albums. This gave them 
the rare gift of immediate recognition 
in a world of short attention spans.” 

After working with director 
Julian Gibbs on a number of projects, 
Dawkins was given the opportunity 
to direct the promo for the rerelease 
of Elton John’s “Are You Ready for 
Love?” and the success of this project 
led to a commission to design and 
direct the live performance visuals 
for his Red Piano show at Caesars 
Palace in Las Vegas. This show 
proved a breakthrough moment for 
her. It was directed by world-famous 
photographer David LaChapelle and 
gave Dawkins the opportunity to see 
her visuals played out on the largest 
HD LED screen in the world at that 
time. Her work was part of a complete 
stage concept, which required her to 
consider how her work sat within this. 

“I realized that the animation 
needed to be a holistic part of the 
show and not simply a backdrop: it 
wasn’t just about bits of animation 
and flat screens.” She soon began 
to develop an innate understanding 
for the particular challenges of this 
type of work. “Although essentially 
we were working with static 
screens, the scale of the event might 
have caused some complications, 
but somehow I understood it 
and was able to visualize it.” 

Soon after, she was asked to 
produce the performance visuals 
for the MTV European Music 
Awards in Munich. This involved 
the coordination of a series of bold 
and immersive graphic animations 
displayed across a variety of 
screens. Once more, Dawkins found 
herself having to rise to a complex 
challenge. As audio-visual technology 
has developed, she has gained a 
reputation for being able to work on 
projects that were at the leading edge 
of what this technology could provide. 
In 2012, this reputation led to her 
being chosen to provide the design 
and art direction for the opening and 
closing ceremony audience pixels at 
the London 2012 Olympics Games. She 
points out that, “large-scale projects 
require an understanding of how 
particular screens might coordinate 
together within an environment.  
I enjoy the challenges that projects 
such as these bring, having to 
consider the screen as part of a 
bigger production, not in isolation.”

The scale and complexity 
of these projects means that 
Dawkins has learned to collaborate 
with multidisciplinary teams, and 
part of her role is dependent on 
the ongoing relationships she has 
developed with a range of diverse 
and talented practitioners. “Trust 
is really important in this industry. 
When you are building a team that 
can work on a very complex and 
demanding project, you need to 
know that its totally fit for purpose.” 

Her move into the creation of 
immersive experiences has involved 
the development of new working 
relationships. “I work alongside 
people that really understand 
experiential technologies, and 
working in a small team with these 
people means that I have developed 
a much deeper understanding of 
this area. Motion graphics used to 
stand alone, but now it exists in 
a context provided by these new 
technologies. I work at an intersection 
where design and technology meet. 
This is really exciting because it 
means that I am creating motion 
graphics and films for a world 
that’s very new and challenging.”

Dawkins stresses that it is really 
important to strike a balance between 

On her website, Kate Dawkins 
notes that she “delivers design led 
content for activations such as brand 
campaigns and digital films to large 
events and interactive experiences.” 
She has been involved in innovative 
and often groundbreaking projects 
with a series of high profile clients. 
She provided the lead art direction 
for the giant 360˚ audience pixels for 
the London 2012 Olympic Opening and 
Closing Ceremonies and has worked 
for the likes of Adidas, Ford, BBC, GSK, 
Elton John, and the MTV European 
Music Awards.

katedawkins.co.uk

In Conversation 
with Kate Dawkins, 
designer and director

Motion graphics 
used to stand 
alone, but now it 
exists in a context 
provided by new 
technologies.
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what the technology enables and the 
creativity that shapes how it is used. 

“As a creative, I would always 
want to be brought into a project 
early so that I can have some input 
into defining the project from the 
ground up. Sometimes projects are 
driven by what the technology can 
do and sometimes they are driven 
by a creative idea, but to be honest I 
think it should be defined by what’s 
best for the project and outcome.

“People have asked me what I’m 
going to do after the Olympics, but to 
me its not about the size of the screen 
or the profile of the environment. 
The same creative process applies 
to a handheld device or the largest 
screen in the world. What I like is the 
challenge. It’s all about an audience 
or a user, how you can engage with 
that audience, interact with them 
or inform them. There are lots of 
questions that you need to ask beyond 
what shape or size the screen is.”

Case Study: 2012 Olympic 
Games Audience Pixels
The audience pixels consisted 
of 70,500 small “paddles” each 
containing nine powerful lights, 
attached to each audience seat. 
These resulted in the audience 
seemingly disappearing and 
being replaced by a giant screen 
covering the entire audience area. 
Crystal CG was the Official Digital 
Imaging Service Supplier to the 
London 2012 Games, and Dawkins  
was employed by them as lead 
art director, working on both the 
Olympics Opening and Closing 
Ceremonies, designing, directing, 
and with the team helping, 
delivering more than 100 individual 
pieces of content.

The pixels idea was director 
Danny Boyle’s brainchild. His vision 
was one of inclusiveness, integrating 
the audience in a way not seen 
before, blurring the boundaries 
between spectator and spectacle. As 
lead director, Dawkins was quickly 
confronted with an array of problems 
related to the scale and ambition 
of the project. Not least of these 
problems was how to visualize what 
was being created, which was vital 
to aid the creative process and also 
to  facilitate viewing the work and 
sign-off stages. It was only after 
they had begun working that a full 
visualization of the stadium was 
created, enabling the team to test 
animations. This model was updated 
and perfected as more information 

became available about how the 
stadium and the pixels would work. 

As the date of the opening 
ceremony rapidly approached, 
Dawkins and a team of experienced 
animators and producers worked 
through a continuous stream of 
project requirements. “It was a very 
experimental process, very different 
to other projects I’d worked on and 
hugely exciting. We used so many 
different processes—creating 
elements in open-source processing, 
motion capturing, 3D modeling, and a 
live-action green screen shoot—what 
we produced is certainly not just 
typical animation or motion graphics.”

Facilitating this work became 
a task of mammoth technical 
proportions. Just supervising the 

rendering of the animations was a 
24-hour job, and an extremely large 
render farm had to be brought 
in just to get the animations 
rendered in time to meet the 
ceremonies’ deadlines. 

In the end, all of the stress 
and hard work were worth it and 
the stadium pixels were received 
with widespread public acclaim. For 
Dawkins, “It was a fairly stressful 
but highly rewarding experience. 
I suppose the only downside really 
was that we missed out on seeing 
the Olympic Games because we 
were too  busy working.”

katedawkins.co.uk/project/
london-2012-opening-and-closing-
ceremonies/

1 & 2. The Olympic 
Stadium at the 2012 
Olympic Games was 
turned into a giant 
animated screen to 
provide a powerful 
visual message 
of inclusiveness.

3 & 4. Some of the 
animation team’s 
original artwork.

5. A powerful 
“render farm” had 
to be brought just 
to process the 
animations.

6. The computer 
visualization of the 
stadium needed 
to be created 
to preview the 
animations. 

Her interest in new and 
challenging contexts means that 
the nature of Dawkins’s work is 
constantly changing. As technology 
develops, she is often asked to 
work with new processes and tools, 
and it would be easy for her to be 
deterred by the challenges that this 
brings. “The scale of these projects 
means that they are delivered 
by a skilled team, and it is the 
combined experience that rises 
to the challenge. You could never 
take on a project of these sizes and 
do it alone: its about teamwork.” 
She also has the confidence and 
determination to find out how to 
do new things. “If you think you’ve 
learned everything you need to know, 
you are on a hiding to nowhere. 
Every day should be a learning 
process, and I am excited by each 
day that I am faced by the unknown 
and learning something new.”
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3, 4, & 5. ustwo’s 
Monument Valley is an 
evolutionary milestone 
in the visual design of 
mobile games, called 
“possibly the most 
beautiful game of 2014” 
by Wired magazine.

1. The Sony PlayStation 
game Wipeout, with 
visual styling provided 
by the Designers 
Republic.

2. The sleeve design 
for Bjork’s “Army of Me” 
by Me Company carries 
obvious references 
to computer game 
iconography.

Developing Own IP games and apps 
was a way of us showing our clients, 
ourselves, and the industry that we 
care about what we do. That we care 
about it so much—we are prepared to 
invest in things that do not necessarily 
make immediate financial sense. 
We are seeing the benefit of this risk 
to all areas of our business. From 
recruitment—where we can employ 
great people because they want to 
be part of a business that is creating 
interesting things—to the skills that 
are nurtured in the games area and 
then applied in the other things that 
we do.
Mills, co-founder of ustwo

We have been playing screen-based games since the 
1970s. Whether in an arcade or through consoles, games 
such as Pong, Pac-Man, Space Invaders, and Asteroids 
are part of the fabric of our youth. From the Atari video 
system to the Sega Mega Drive, Nintendo Game Boy, 
Sony PlayStation, and the Xbox the memories of each 
recent generation are colored by playing computer 
games. In addition to this, in the UK, Clive Sinclair 
created a culture of do-it-yourself game programming 
through the release of the ZX Spectrum computer. The 
accessibility of this machine allowed teenagers in their 
bedrooms, such as Matthew Smith, to create globally 
significant games like Manic Miner and Jet Set Willy. 

As the console gaming industry developed, however, 
it did so at a one step remove from the mainstream 
design and communication industry. Even for established 
interaction designers, such as Matt Rice, co-founder of 
Sennep, game design was never something that seemed 
an option when he was studying design. He talks of being 
inspired by the early CD-ROM created by people like the 
designers at Digit—even though they explored levels 
of interaction that were at best rudimentary compared 
to what he experienced everyday on his Nintendo. 

“We grew up with gaming—gaming was something 
you did. We had always played on a computer or with our 
Game Boys, but somehow what Digit were doing was far 
more interesting—this was interaction that did not have a 
defined purpose. It was more abstract and therefore more 
interesting. It also seemed a little more achievable than 
the things we were importing from Japan at the time.” 

The creative output of this first generation to 
have grown up with computer games was obviously 
informed by the experience. Initially this manifested 
itself in an aesthetic—Designers Republic, Attik, and Me 
Company all produced graphic design that looked like 
it could have been screen-grabbed from a game. They 
even made decorative use of Japanese letterforms. The 
game industry picked up on this, and soon Designers 
Republic was providing the visual styling for the Sony 
PlayStation game Wipeout. Then, the development 
of ActionScript within Macromedia Flash enabled 
mainstream designers to experiment with simple 
gameplay and learn skills that could be incorporated 
into their commercial work. By the time Apple released 
its first touch-screen devices, there was a community 
ready to create content for this environment. Suddenly 
you could publish games yourself and sell them through 
the App Store. Companies like ustwo, who had been 
designing themes for mobile phones up until that point, 
suddenly saw the opportunity to apply their expertise 
to a new area—the creation of what became known as 
“Own IP products” (IP standing for intellectual property).

Neil MacFarland, creative director at ustwo 
games, explains, “We had been creating themes and 
other forms of content for Sony Erikkson when the 
App Store opened and Apple released the 3G iPhone. 
Suddenly there was a new outlet for the content we 
were creating and a platform that we could publish it 
through. Very soon we had established a ring-fenced 
area of the business in which people could focus on 

Play 
Suddenly you could publish games 
yourself and sell them through the 
App Store.

Search: Pong; Pac-Man; Space Invaders; Asteroids; 

Atari video games; Matthew Smith Manic Miner; From 

Bedrooms to Billions; the Sega Mega Drive; Nintendo Game 

Boy; Sony PlayStation; Xbox; Sennep; Macromedia Flash; 

the Designers Republic/ Wipeout video game; Attik; Me 

Company; ustwo Granimator/ Mouth Off!; Sennep Seeds
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Case Study: OLO
OLO started as one of Sennep’s 
“Seeds” (see p. 84)—an R&D 
(research and development) project
designed to explore the potential 
of the newly released HTML 5. It 
was a simple game that proved 
instantly addictive for those in 
the studio. Sennep decided to 
prototype it as a web app and then 
put it out for user testing. At this 
point, the project was picked up 
by the gaming blogs, and soon 
around 50,000 people were playing 
it. Matt Rice explains, “One of 
the things that was great about 
OLO is that it doesn’t conform 
to the other gaming formats 
that are so prevalent in the iPad 
environment.” Its popularity led 
to Sennep investing the time to 

develop it in iOS so that it could 
work natively on the iPad. Their 
developers had to learn new skills 
to make this happen. The whole 
process took six to eight months, 
but at the end they had a fully 
functioning, fluidly interactive game.

At the same time, Sennep’s 
visual designers had worked up 
a marketing strategy—creating a 
brand identity, website, and a short-
release video. The name and logo 
are a condensed representation of 
the game. Two OLOs divided by the 
center line, one player on each side. 
It’s more obvious if it’s spelled OlO 
(with lowercase l). They even created 
ideas for bolt-ons and merchandising, 
developing amusingly crafted 
gameplay themes related to robots, 
safari, fairy tales, or horror films and 

commissioning a group of musician 
friends to create the soundtrack. 

The game was launched with 
a party that featured OLO-themed 
food, OLO tournaments, and a live 
jazz band riffing to the theme music. 
Just before the game’s release date, 
Sennep received an email from 
Apple expressing an interest in the 
development of the product and 
asking what their plans were after 
release. They were then asked to 
provide artwork, and on the day of its 
launch, the game was featured on the 
home page of every App Store around 
the world. Before the day was out, 
they had sold 25,000 games and had 
generated enough income to cover 
the costs of OLO’s development.

sennep.com/work/ologame
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this new area. Early apps like Granimator and MouthOff 
proved that there was a market for this work, if not 
at that point a great deal of financial income.”

This opportunity allowed a much wider range 
of people to break into gaming design. People like 
MacFarland, with a degree in film and scriptwriting, 
a love for comics, and professional experience 
producing illustration and animation, found themselves 
working alongside more traditional game designers. 
Within this melting pot, studios like ustwo were 
able to build teams that used expertise gleaned from 
console game design and applied it to experiences 
that engaged much more intuitively, such as 
MouthOff, Nursery Rhymes, and Whale Trail.

ustwo also creates user experiences for clients 
in the business world, and learning to understand 
gameplay and the mechanics of the intuitive interaction 
required by an app provides them with valuable lessons 
into how to effectively engage a user. In the world of 
gaming, there is always a tension between intrigue and 
disengagement. The user is enticed in and develops a 
familiarity with the language of that particular interactive 
environment. This enables them to solve problems that 
gradually become more complex. All of this requires 
highly sophisticated user-experience design skills that 
can then be applied to other aspects of their business.

The design of Own IP digital products also fulfills 
a marketing function. Each game or app that they release 
is a demonstration of what they can do—something 
that allows future clients to experience their work in a 
way that provides instinctive understanding. Founding 
partner of ustwo Mills points out how the games they 
design also offer a seductive draw for clients who have 
grown up with gaming and that they are often reference 
points for conversations that start to shape the products 
and services that these clients end up commissioning.

1. A still from the 
animation that  
Sennep created to 
promote OLO.

2. Downloadable 
gameplay themes for 
OLO include robots, 
fairy tale, horror, 
or this one, safari. 
All have hilarious 
matching sound 
effects.

1

3 & 4. Some of the 
achievement icons 
for OLO.

5. OLO was the App 
Store’s favorite game 
during the week of 
its release.

6. Some of the  
OLO-themed food 
from its launch 
party.
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Matt Wade and Kevin Palmer are 
both graduates with honors in 
design at Goldsmiths, University 
of London, and this has obviously 
been instrumental in shaping the 
development of their careers. 

Palmer describes how “the 
great thing about that course is that 
it made you realize that design needs 
to have a purpose and not just be 
about style. It made you understand 
that it can change the world, make 
lives better, and be socially conscious. 
I must confess I wasn’t really 
looking for this at the time but it 
opened a whole new world to me.” 

Wade explains how, “It was 
about design futures—about the 
things you make in the world. 
There was no specialism. You got 
a brief and could answer it any 
way you wanted—you could make 
a piece of furniture, you could 
create a magazine, you can make 
some posters or make an object.” 

Texts such Victor Papanak’s 
Design for the Real World informed 
the curriculum at Goldsmiths and 
Kin continues to rationalize what it 
makes through theoretical reference 
points. The Practice of Everyday Life 
by Michel de Certeau and A Pattern 
Language by Christopher Alexander 
have helped to define a desire to 
understand human behavior, which 
is still at the core of their work. 
“There are patterns that exist in the 
way people behave, and by observing 
them and by understanding them 
we can exploit them and use them.”

Palmer graduated four years 
before Wade and describes how 
he had become “interested in the 
link between digital interaction 
and physical interaction, how you 
can think about behavior and what 
influences how somebody interacts 
with an object. . . . At that time, the 
digital world and the physical world 
were very separate, but obviously 
today that’s all changed. Now 
Wade and I don’t really like talking 
about the real and the virtual. They 
don’t have a divide anymore.” 

After graduation Palmer 
worked at Fitch before going on to 
Imagination, working in its newly 
formed multimedia studio designing 
large-scale motion graphics and  
later touch screens and interactive 

video walls. Palmer returned to 
Goldsmiths each year to set a 
project to the students, and it was 
during one of these projects that 
he met Wade, at that time still a 
student. Wade secured a placement 
at Imagination and later a full-time 
job. Working at Imagination taught 
Wade and Palmer about how to 
engage an audience with physical 
and environmental storytelling. 
Palmer talks of learning how to 
temper his use of technology 
with experiences that were more 
human. “The tendency is for digital 
to be about cold, hard experiences, 
whereas if you add moments that 
have clearly been touched by the 
human hand, then you can achieve 
surprise and engagement.” 

Wade began to realize the 
significance that coding could have 
in the creation of digital experiences. 
“At Imagination, I actually found 
the developers more interesting 
than the designers. I realized that 
there was another way of making 
things, that you could make stuff 
with numbers, maths, and behavior, 
and by using this I could create both 
visual outputs and tangible objects.”

To explore these ideas further, 
Wade left Imagination and enrolled 
in an MSc in Adaptive Architecture 
and Computation at the Bartlett 
School of Architecture. There, he 
began to program interaction that 
explored the relationships between 
space, form, and behavior and 
unearthed a series of ideas that are 
still at the heart of Kin’s work. 

Soon after leaving the Bartlett, 
Wade landed a job at Moving 
Brands. At that time they were just 
beginning to engage with responsive 
branding, and Wade was offered the 
opportunity to lead this area, working 
alongside a young designer named 
Mat Heinl (see pp. 23–25). This was 
a time of exciting opportunities and 
steep learning curves that in many 
ways has provided him with the 
confidence to take on the unknown. 

At this time, a chance meeting 
reignited Wade and Palmer’s 
friendship, and while talking in the 
pub they began to hatch a plan to 
start their own studio. They decided 
to call their business “Kin.” As a 
noun, this word means “one’s family 

Kin has defined its own place 
within London’s creative industry 
by combining digital and physical 
outcomes to create work that 
simultaneously explores interaction, 
motion, and environment. Its work 
has been widely recognized as 
groundbreaking within the design 
community, and it has won a coveted 
D&AD Yellow Pencil as well as being 
featured in the Design Museum 
and in Time magazine’s Top 10 
Everything 2010.

kin-design.com

In Conversation 
with Kevin Palmer and 
Matt Wade, co-founders, 
Kin 

It’s about a 
network of people 
that can enable 
things to get 
done—a network 
that, based on 
past experience, 
tells us that 
we can deliver 
anything.
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and relations,” and as an adjective, 
it means “kindred/ related/ allied/ 
cognate.” Wade explains why this  
was relevant to what they were  
trying to do.

“Kin is about the relationship 
between me and Kev—our shared 
philosophy about design: the 
friendships that we share, the 
extended connections between the 
people we know. It describes the 
relationship between things in space 
and the way they connect with each 
other. The relationship between the 
surface of an object and the things 
it does. How an object relates to 
its surroundings and how people 
relate to it. It’s also about a network 
of people that can enable things to 
get done, a network that based on 
past tells us from past experience 
that we can deliver anything.”

Case Study: Kin Says “Hello” 
The designers at Kin often find 
themselves working in virgin 
territory, working across a 
range of disciplines and media. 
It is therefore really important 
that they explain what they do 
clearly and seductively. “Hello” 
is a presentation that allows 
them to do this. In many ways 
it feels like a blueprint for a 
future-facing communication 
design practice.

The presentation describes 
Kin’s ability to create “smart 
spaces, interactive objects, 
and installations” and how 
the studio is at the “heart of 
their practice.” Distributed 
across three floors this “multi-
functional space . . . serves 
as a platform for prototyping, 
project development, and 
material-led creative thinking.” 
A team made up of designers, 
developers, and makers uses 
this environment to create work 
that the document organizes 
under five themes:

attractors
Kin produces work that takes 
advantage of “the point at which 
you grab the attention of a viewer 
and draw them in.” For example, 
giant responsive cassettes for 
Tommy Hilfiger and a clock for 
Ted Baker on Fifth Avenue, New 
York, with a variety of faces and 
interchangeable numerals.

collaborative Games 
In the studio’s work, Kin uses play 
to “engage a young audience with a 
story or message” and “often use[s] 
the mechanics of play to construct 
experience[s] for different 
audiences.” 

Interactive Surfaces 
Kin has created a number of 
“interactive tables” in places that 
encourage the audience to “pause 
and engage with content.” 

embedded Technology
Kin often “likes the technology in 
our projects to take a back seat so 
that the user can concentrate on 
the interaction.” 

customization and Personalization
New manufacturing and 
distribution systems have enabled 
the possibility for experiences to be 
tailor made, and as Kin points out, 
this is a powerful tool for drawing 
people into a brand or experience. 

kin-design.com

1. Some of the 
oversized cassette 
cases that Kin 
created for 
Tommy Hilfiger.

2. Projections for the 
Sony IFA Exhibition 
in Berlin.

4. The environment 
design for the 
Compass Lounge of 
the National Maritime 
Museum in London.

3. The working 
mechanism of Kin’s 
clock for the Ted 
Baker flagship store 
on Fifth Avenue, NYC.

5. The interactive 
learning tablet 
that Kin designed 
for the National 
Maritime Museum.
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1 & 2 Paper 
samplers designed 
by Madethought for 
GF Smith.

5. More GF Smith paper 
samplers, this time 
designed by SEA.

6. 10,000 digital 
textures were 
generated as part of 
this collaboration 
between Field and SEA.

3 & 4. Invitations for 
GF Smith’s “Beauty 
in the Making” use 
minimal typography 
and simple folds to 
show off the Colorplan 
paper range. 

Print is a true craft. Our technologies are 
advanced but that’s not the point. Achieving 
the subtleties of finish and finesse still calls 
for extreme skill of hand and eye, and genuine 
care in the process. The creative agencies, 
fashion labels, and luxury brands that repeatedly 
trust us with their most important work all 
crave craftsmanship. 
From the website of Identity printing

For over a decade now, design commentators have talked 
about the end of print, but each year more books are 
bought than at any other point in history. Print is now 
an option rather than the only solution, and as a result 
designers have started to better understand its inherent 
strengths as a medium. We now need a rationale to use 
it and have begun to appreciate why people might be 
attracted to what is essentially a tactile experience. Print 
creates objects that engender an intimate relationship, 
and its tactility offers an extremely valuable way 
to create a physical connection with an audience.  

Tim Milne is one of the early innovators in this 
field and founded the Artomatic library in 1998 in order 
to store his extensive print sample collection in a 
place where the designers he was doing business 
with could access it. Talking with his friend Malcolm 
Garrett, Milne identified that the most significant 
shift in the function of printed media since Gutenberg’s 
invention of the printing press was taking place. 

If you look at what Gutenberg did, its real significance 
was that he provided a way to distribute information 
cheaply, efficiently and accurately. His invention was the 
best way of doing this until we invented the Internet. . . . 
Print innovation up until the invention of the Internet 
had been related to improving speed and efficiency, but 
once we came to realise that the value of print was no 
longer in the transmission of information people started 
to focus on its ability to define physicality. . . . Objects 
are fundamental part of the human experience. Human 
beings are conditioned to read objects. But in modern 
communication objects are given secondary importance. 
We tell people things using words and pictures. 

Milne believes that by being freed from the 
shackles of reproduction, print can start to fulfill a 
much more interesting and powerful function. “If you 
create an object that has value in and of itself—rather 
acting as a reproduction of something else—that 
object is going to feel more special to the recipient.” 

The size, shape, materials, and construction of an 
object tell stories that are understood instinctively. Milne 
refers to Daniel Kahneman’s Nobel Prize–winning book, 
Thinking, Fast and Slow, to demonstrate the significance 
of this. Kahneman proposes that perception is derived 
from two modes of thinking: “System 1,” which processes 
information quickly and works subconsciously with 
little or no effort, and “System 2,” which requires our 
attention to analyze information logically. System 
1 thinking provides an instinctive and emotional 
background that informs the effort of our System 2 
analysis. Milne points out that, by giving us words and 
pictures to decode, a majority of communication design 
is perceived through System 2 thinking, which requires 
effort and our full attention. Tactile objects, on the other 
hand, are perceived mainly through System 1 thinking 
and engender an instinctive, less effortful response to 
form, texture, weight, and materials, thus providing a 
powerfully influential context for our System 2 analysis.

Printers and paper suppliers have responded to these 
realizations with innovations in production techniques. 
In the global creative centers, new businesses have sprung 

Touch 
Print is now an option rather than 
the only solution, but as a result 
designers have started to better 
understand its inherent strengths.

Search: Artomatic about/ Tim Milne/ Container; Malcolm 

Garrett; Johannes Gutenberg; Daniel Kahneman Thinking 

Fast and Slow; Thinktank Media; Progress Packaging; 

Generation Press; K2; Push print; Identity print; Benwell’s 

print; GFSmith; Madethought; SEA; Accept & Proceed 

Light Calendars; Field Design; Artomatic Container
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up offering high levels of technical finish and the ability 
to create objects that communicate through seductive 
relationships between ink, paper, varnish, and custom 
binding techniques. In the UK, boutique production 
houses and specialized printers such as Thinktank 
Media, Progress Packaging, Generation Press, K2, Push, 
Identity, and Benwell’s work with creative studios to lead 
the world in innovative print and packaging design. 

Independent British paper supplier GF Smith has 
created a sophisticated support structure to enable 
designers to demonstrate the potential of print and paper 
to their clients. They also work with leading studios 
such as SEA and Madethought to create beautifully 
designed sample books and guides. They have become 
the byword for innovation in this area, and in 2012 
sample packages designed by SEA were selected as one 
of the Design Museum’s Designs of the Year. This project 
provides an excellent example of how digital technology 
can be integrated into the print process. SEA worked 
with Field to create a generative system that enabled the 
creation of 10,000 digital textures that were then applied 
to custom packaging. Madethought worked with GF 
Smith to create the invitations, an identity, and a series 
of samplers that were used to market their “Beauty in 
the Making” exhibition in Central London. They used 
minimal typography, die cutting, and folding to allow 
the quality of the paper ranges to take center stage. The 
influential graphic design blog September Industry said of 
this project, “When a product is intrinsically beautiful, 

Container
Tim Milne continues to explore the future potential of 
print and his latest project, CONTAINER is “a magazine 
made of objects.” As his website says, “Inside the first 
edition of CONTAINER is a collection of 10 bespoke, 
exclusive conceptual physical objects, each created by 
an individual contributor around a specific theme—
‘Hot&Cold’. The objects are packaged in a suitably 
temperature-related container—an expanded polystyrene 
box. The objects in CONTAINER are designed and executed 
exquisitely in a wide range of materials and processes  
(67 in total).” 

Container #1 featured work by the likes of Daniel 
Eatock, one of the founding partners of Poke, Nick Roope, 
Mother, Malcolm Garrett, and the artists Rebecca & Mike. 
It also features a stainless-steel mapping of the North 
and South poles created by Accept & Proceed. This piece 
demonstrates the layers of instinctual communication 
that physical objects are able to inspire. The cold 
hard steel is used to hint at the physical environment 
being depicted, and this is contrasted with precision-
crafted intricate lines detailing territorial borders and 
the tracks of explorer’s expedition routes that are 
created at high temperature using lazer etching.

CONTAINER is published in a limited edition of 200 
and retails for £200. It is designed to illustrate how “objects 
tell stories” and in delivering this intention it explores 
the latest innovation in high-end production techniques.

its important to allow the product to speak and not 
apply excessive layers of graphics or design trickery.”

Creative studios sometimes create in-house 
projects that provide physical examples of what can 
be achieved through the print process. Over the last 
eight years, designers at London-based creative studio 
Accept & Proceed have engaged in a studio project 
that involves the creation of a set of artworks that 
describe amounts of daylight for the forthcoming 
year. These “light calendars” are expertly printed 
by local screen printers K2 and Bob Eight Pop before 
being sold in selected galleries around London. 

It is clear that in the more progressive parts of the 
industry the opposition of print and digital media is an 
anachronistic irrelevance. Designers understand that each 
medium has attributes that are appropriate to different 
types of communication. A physical object like a book 
has a permanence that digital communication could never 
achieve. Digital is by its nature transient and updatable—
it therefore does not have authority of the printed page. 
The process of editing and perfecting prepares print for 
a much longer life. The expense of print and its ability 
to create seductively tactile objects has found a perfect 
home at the luxury end of the market. In recent years, up-
market estate agents, luxury fashion brands, and boutique 
hotels have all utilized print finishing techniques such as 
screen-printing, foil blocking, and lazer etching to create 
tactile promotion that feels reassuringly expensive. 

11. The Temperature of 
Things by Leila Johnson. 
Temperature readings 
taken of the artist, 
printed onto thermal 
paper.

12. All the storytelling 
objects in the 
CONTAINER package.

7 & 8. Some of the 
screen-printed posters 
created by Accept 
& Proceed that 
cleverly combine ink 
and paper to create 
seductively tactile 
data visualizations.

9. GPS by James Bridle. 
A 3D printed model of 
the earth’s GPS satellite 
network. 

10. So Hot Right Now 
by John Willshire. 
An exploration of 
perceived and actual 
value, and a joke 
that gets funnier  
as it gets older.
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4 & 5. Barclay’s Pingit! 
enables quick, easy 
money transfers and 
in doing so provides 
an experience that 
helps market the 
products and services 
of the bank.

1–3. R/GA’s 
groundbreaking Nike+ 
system: a range of 
products that enable 
Nike customers to 
record their physical 
activity competitively.

In the last section, Touch, Tim Milne refers to Daniel 
Kahneman’s Thinking, Fast and Slow. The book explores 
the relationship between the two different cognitive 
systems of the human brain. Kahneman’s proposition is 
key to understanding many of the ideas that are currently 
informing communication design. Broadcast messages 
involve an audience engaging in System 2 thinking, which 
requires effort and our full attention—a luxury in the 
crowded communication landscape. Today, more effective 
communication utilizes System 1 thinking, enabling an 
effortless impression that will instinctively inform our 
understanding, thus, providing a highly influential context 
for our rational decisions. Seductively crafted experiences 
engage without demanding to be understood and are able 
to elicit an instinctive emotional response. A website that 
functions perfectly, a payment system that is painlessly 
efficient, or an intelligently thought out activity are able 
to instinctively engage an audience and win their trust. 

Mills, co-founder of user experience and user 
interface designers, ustwo (see pp. 89–91) explains, “Doing 
throwaway campaign-based work is not something we  
are interested in—other companies can deal with that.  
I am interested in marketing, but it has to be relevant. 
We are trying to create experiences that people genuinely 
want such as ‘Ping it!’—which allows people to transfer 
money really easily. We want to educate our clients that 

a range of products that track activity with NikeFuel a 
universal way of measuring and recording movement. 
These devices enable Nike customers to record their 
physical activity competitively and be healthier. Nike+ 
demonstrates a brand presented through a product 
that brings its values to life and, as such, has taken the 
industry by storm, redefining the way we think about 
branding and marketing. Brands are now queuing up to 
create a digital product that will become the next Nike+.

Hashem Bajwa, former digital strategist at Droga5 
(interviewed on pp. 109–111) in NYC, launched DE-DE, a 
studio that Droga5 has created to explore the potential 
of digital products. He is wary of seeing them purely 
as an add-on marketing tool, pointing out that product 
development is challenging within an advertising, 
marketing, or branding-agency model. He finds the 
concept of using one product to market another potentially 
problematic. He stresses that marketing as well as design 
expertise needs to be brought to bear on the development 
of a company’s digital products in order for these products 
to deliver an experience that has marketing benefits. 
“The product strategy and the marketing strategy are 
inherently linked. The engineer who is building a new 
future into their product and the marketing person 
who is developing communications about the product 
need to be working out of the same core ideas.” 

To illustrate this he uses the example of a carbon 
calculator that another digital studio, AKQA, developed in 
association with Fiat. He points out that Fiat came to them 
to look at ways that the USB port in their new car could 
be used. AKQA proposed a tool that would help drivers 
understand the way their car works and in particular its 
efficiency in terms of carbon emissions. Not only was 
this product innovative and useful, but the experience 
it engendered tied in with perception of sustainable 
innovation that Fiat wanted to create around its car. 

Experiential 
Marketing 
Seductively crafted experiences 
engage without demanding to 
be understood and as result 
are able to elicit an instinctive 
emotional response.

if they spent some of the marketing budget they have put 
aside to promote the service we have created for them 
on making that service better—then this would represent 
a more intelligent use of their finances. The product or 
the service that we have created is the advertising and 
marketing. The best marketing you can have is to create 
a great user experience.” 

Explaining what you do is not the best way to  
get somebody to understand it. Far more effective is  
to let them experience what you do and form their  
own opinion. Experience engenders a deeper and  
longer lasting understanding. 

Designers are ideally placed to create these 
experiences and have become very successful at siphoning 
off the marketing budget for themselves. Agencies such as 
Ideo and Frog utilize “design thinking” to create products 
and services that define experiences are designed to 
connect with consumers’ needs and desires. Tim Brown, 
president and CEO of IDEO, explains on the IDEO website 
that, “Design thinking is a human-centered approach 
to innovation that draws from the designer’s toolkit 
to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of 
technology, and the requirements for business success.” 

Digital agencies like R/GA, ustwo, and AKQA create 
products that define experiences around a brand. Working 
with the sports mega brand, R/GA created Nike+,  

Search: DE-DE; Hashem Bajwa; Nike+/ NikeFuel; AKQA;  

R/GA; Droga5; IDEO; Frog Design; Daniel Kahneman 

Thinking, Fast and Slow; ustwo; user centred design; 

William Owen “Messy Medium” Eye 64


